Nocturnal migratory songbirds adjust their travelling direction aloft: evidence from a radiotelemetry and radar study
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In order to fully understand the orientation behaviour of migrating birds, it is important to understand when birds set their travel direction. Departure directions of migratory passerines leaving stopover sites are often assumed to reflect the birds’ intended travel directions, but this assumption has not been critically tested. We used data from an automated radiotelemetry system and a tracking radar at Falsterbo peninsula, Sweden, to compare the initial orientation of departing songbirds (recorded by radiotelemetry) with the orientation of songbird migrants in climbing and level flight (recorded by radar). We found that the track directions of birds at high altitudes and in level flight were more concentrated than the directions of departing birds and birds in climbing flight, which indicates that the birds adjust their travelling direction once aloft. This was further supported by a wide scatter of vanishing bearings in a subsample of radio-tracked birds that later passed an offshore radio receiver station 50 km southeast of Falsterbo. Track directions seemed to be more affected by winds in climbing compared with level flights, which may be explained by birds not starting to partially compensate for wind drift until they have reached cruising altitudes.

1. Introduction

Birds are known to use multiple cues in order to determine directions during migration ([1], and references therein) and are expected to decide and take off in the migratory direction when leaving stopovers. This departure direction is often interpreted as the birds’ intended travelling direction and has been demonstrated to be related to a number of external and internal factors. When and how often birds adjust their travel direction during migration are important factors to know in order to understand their orientation behaviour.

Wind conditions have been shown to have a major influence on bird migration [2,3] and birds en route are subjected to lateral drift caused by winds to varying degrees [2,4]. Shorebirds [5] and terns [6] have been observed not to compensate for lateral drift during climbing flights and departure over sea, but in contrast partially or fully compensate for drift at high altitudes and in flights over land. It is unclear whether this pattern is also true for passerines.

In this study, we tested the hypothesis that passerine migrants maintain their initial direction from departure also during their succeeding migratory flights by comparing radio telemetry and radar data of birds departing and migrating at the Falsterbo peninsula, Sweden. The alternative hypothesis was that birds make important course changes after take-off. We further examined the vanishing bearings of birds leaving the Falsterbo peninsula and later passing the same reference point (figure 1h), to see whether they adjusted their directions after departure. In order to investigate a possible cause of a shift in direction, we investigated how winds affected the paths of birds at departure and in climbing and level flight.
Figure 1. (a) Mean vector lengths ($r$-values) of the track directions (radar) of birds in level and climbing flight and vanishing bearings (radiotelemetry) at different altitudes demonstrate a higher concentration of track directions at higher altitudes and in level flight. Circular distributions illustrating the pattern of adjustment of direction once at cruising altitudes: (b) vanishing bearing (mean ± 95% CI = 145 ± 16°), track direction of (c) climbing birds with altitude less than 800 m (171 ± 25°), (d) climbing birds with altitude more than 800 m (186 ± 10°), and birds with level flights at altitudes, (e) less than 300 m (212 ± 14°), (f) 300–800 m (210 ± 5°) and (g) more than 800 m (202 ± 4°). A map (h) of the southern Baltic Sea with Falsterbo (black star) and the offshore receiver station (white star), including the distribution of vanishing bearing of birds that passed the offshore station. Arrows indicate mean direction, $r$-values and 95% CI; all circular distributions have $p$(Rayleigh) < 0.001; for statistics of the concentrations, see table 1.
Table 1. Sample sizes and differences in concentration between the different methods and categories. Mardia & Jupp [10] test of equality of concentration parameter. Above diagonal cells $p$-values, below diagonal cells $z$-values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>radio telemetry</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>climbing flight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiotelemetry</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radar climbing flight</td>
<td>&lt;800 m</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>2.58ab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;800 m</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0.54b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level flight</td>
<td>&lt;300 m</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>0.29b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300–800 m</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>1.75b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;800 m</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>3.76b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>climbing flight</td>
<td>&lt;800 m</td>
<td>300–800 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;800 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level flight</td>
<td>&lt;300 m</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>2.53b</td>
<td>0.97b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300–800 m</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>5.34b</td>
<td>1.55b</td>
<td>2.47b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;800 m</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>7.61b</td>
<td>4.26b</td>
<td>4.82b</td>
<td>3.72b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sample sizes and differences in concentration between the different methods and categories. Mardia & Jupp [10] test of equality of concentration parameter. Above diagonal cells $p$-values, below diagonal cells $z$-values.

2. Material and methods

The study was performed in Falsterbo, Sweden (55°38′ N, 12°82′ E) during autumn 2009–2012 (radiotelemetry) and 2009–2011 (radar).

(a) Radiotelemetry

The radiotelemetry system consisted of three automatic receiver stations (SRX600; Lotek Wireless, Newmarket Ontario, Canada) with an additional offshore receiver placed 47 km southeast from Falsterbo (for set-up, monitoring regime and transmitter information, see [7]). Only night-time departures (18.00–06.00 CET) were included in the analysis, and a vanishing bearing was calculated from the bird’s last 10 min on the peninsula (mean measurement bias of vanishing bearings was 9.5°; for details, see the electronic supplementary material). It should be noted that departure directions based on radiotelemetry data are rather coarse estimates, because of the above-mentioned measurement bias and also because of the parallax error (deviation between vanishing and departure direction). However, we expect the parallax error in our data to be small since the birds are expected to start their departure flights close to the receiver stations. This is supported by a high directional consistency in the vast majority of cases during the final 10 min radiotelemetry recordings of the migrants’ departure flights. Hence, radiotelemetry data can be used to add supportive evidence to the more precise directional radar data about the birds’ flight directions at the peninsula (electronic supplementary material).

Four species of nocturnal migrants were equipped with radio transmitters: song thrush (Turdus philomelos), European robin (Erithacus rubecula), willow warbler (Phylloscopus trochilus) and garden warbler (Sylvia borin). All are considered southwesterly migrants from southern Sweden according to ringing recoveries [8]. We selectively tagged individuals of different ages (based on plumage characteristics) and with different amounts of stored fat (fat class 1–8 on a 10-point scale of 0–9). We used weather data collected by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) at Falsterbo Bird Observatory every third hour. The data from the weather observation nearest in time to each bird’s departure from the peninsula were included in the analysis.

(b) Tracking radar

We used a customized X-band tracking radar to track individual nocturnal migrants as they flew over the Falsterbo peninsula. The wing beat signature of the radar echo was used to identify targets using bounding flight (exclusively used by passerines) that were included in this analysis. The radar was operated from sunset to a few hours after midnight on selected nights. Every tracking night, exact wind profiles were recorded by tracking weather balloons. For details on radar operation and data processing, see [9]. The radar tracks were subdivided into climbing flights (vertical speed, $V_z > 0.75 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) and level flights ($-0.75 < V_z < 0.75 \text{ m s}^{-1}$). Descending flights ($V_z < -0.75 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) were excluded. Climbing flight was further divided into two altitude categories: less than 800 m and more than 800 m; and level flights divided into three categories: less than 300 m, 300–800 m and more than 800 m in the analysis on track concentration. Only tracks for which a wind measurement at the same altitude ($\pm 150 \text{ m}$) and within 2 h was available were included in the analysis of wind effects.

(c) Statistics

All circular distributions were assessed using Rayleigh tests, and the mean vector length ($R$) was used as a measure of concentration (0 = uniform circular distribution, 1 = total consistency in directions). To test whether the concentration of departure directions and track directions differed between the different altitudes and flight behaviours, Mardia & Jupp tests of equality of concentration parameters were performed (table 1; [10]). To investigate the differences in wind effects between the different categories, we performed pairwise Mardia–Watson–Wheeler tests within each wind category (electronic supplementary material, table S2). All statistical analyses were performed in ORIANA 4.0 (Kovach Computing Services, Anglesey, UK) or Matlab R2014b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

3. Results

Track directions (radar) were more concentrated at higher compared with lower altitudes and in level compared with climbing flight (figure 1 and table 1). The scatter of orientation was largest in birds in climbing flight at altitudes lower than 800 m. Birds in level flight at altitudes exceeding 800 m showed the highest concentration of orientation. Vanishing bearings of the radio-tracked birds were more concentrated than track directions of climbing birds at low altitudes and less concentrated than track directions of birds in level flight at more than 800 m. Furthermore, birds in level flight (radar) were more
Material, S2). The concentration of circular distributions are indicated by asterisks; *p = 0.05, **p = 0.01, ***p < 0.001, except the vanishing bearings in N and W winds that have p(Rayleigh) > 0.05. Bar charts illustrate percentage of tracks at different altitudes. Significant differences in the concentration of circular distributions are indicated by asterisks; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (for detailed statistics, see electronic supplementary material, S2).

Figure 2. Departure and track directions in different winds during autumn migration. Distributions of orientation are shown for four different groups with wind directions from the four different quadrants. Arrows indicate mean direction, r-values and 95% CI; all circular distributions have p(Rayleigh) < 0.001, except the vanishing bearings in NE and SE winds that have p(Rayleigh) > 0.05. Bar charts illustrate percentage of tracks at different altitudes. Significant differences in the concentration of circular distributions are indicated by asterisks; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (for detailed statistics, see electronic supplementary material, S2).

Directed in the expected migratory direction at all altitudes compared to departing (radiotelemetry) and climbing birds.

The mean vanishing bearing (± 95% CI; 138 ± 27°) of the 18 birds that departed from Falsterbo and later passed the offshore receiver station (after flight durations between 33 and 123 min) corresponds to the direction towards the offshore receiver (153°) from the peninsula. However, the birds showed a surprisingly large spread in directions (r = 0.61; figure 1h) with respect to their known mutual reference point less than 50 km after departure.

Winds clearly affected the patterns of track directions recorded by radar (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, S2) with mean directions reflecting a degree of wind drift in the tracks. In northeasterly and southeasterly winds, birds in both climbing and level flight seemed equally affected by the winds, while the tracks of climbing birds were more strongly deflected towards east in northeasterly and southeasterly winds. The birds’ vanishing bearings differed from track directions of climbing and level flight in all but southwesterly winds by being more scattered.

4. Discussion

The differences in concentration between birds in climbing and level flight, as well as between birds at different altitudes, in the radar sample indicate that the migrants made significant adjustments to their travelling direction once they reached cruising altitudes. Even though the radiotelemetry gives a coarser estimate of departure directions than the precise radar data (see the electronic supplementary material), the difference in directional concentration between radio-tracked birds departing the peninsula and birds in level flight at high altitudes adds further support to this conclusion. Furthermore, this pattern is also indicated by earlier observations on the migration pattern at Falsterbo peninsula [11] with higher concentration of movements at higher altitudes. We also indirectly observed substantial changes in direction after departure in the radio-tracked birds that passed the offshore receiver station at the Baltic Sea (figure 1h) after having departed in different directions from Falsterbo. This sheds considerable doubt on the hypothesis that birds maintain the same direction as during take-off, and instead supports the alternative hypothesis that birds adjust their directions once aloft.

The adjustment of direction once aloft may be explained by birds fine-tuning the orientation once in the air or by birds not compensating for wind drift while climbing. Birds climbing in northeasterly and southeasterly winds were deflected more towards the east than birds in level flight in these wind conditions which could imply a larger degree of drift (figure 2). Such a drift effect supports that adjustments of headings are partly owing to wind compensation once aloft. Also, it agrees with earlier observations of shorebirds and terns that did not compensate for wind drift during departure [5,6]. However, birds in both ascending and level flight seemed to be similarly drifted by northeasterly and southeasterly winds.

5. Conclusion

There have been numerous studies of individual and environmental factors affecting birds’ departure directions from stopovers, but it is not well known if and for how long birds keep to this direction once aloft. The differences in the
concentration of directions during departure and level flight indicate an adjustment of the migratory flight direction once at cruising altitudes. This pattern could only partly be explained by a difference in wind drift compensation between birds in ascending and level flight. When using vanishing bearings (or directions in orientation cages) as intended travel directions, one should keep in mind that they will probably show larger variation than the true travel directions. In the future, longer tracks of departing small passerines, with better resolution, will shed further light on how and when the birds adjust their direction once aloft. This adjustment may be of fundamental importance in the orientation system of nocturnally migrating passerines.
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